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"Peter" Nationals and a Theory About Collecting

By PETER HUNTOON

TOR ME a currency collection represents a challenge,
a source of pride, an investment, and, some people
would argue, a point of vanity. The photos that

accompany this article may substantiate that last charge!

I heavily weight the challenge part. I discovered early
that if you want to collect, you must collect something
that is tractable BUT virtually impossible to complete.
Tractability implies that you design your goal so that
it falls within your financial means to carry it to a
reasonable conclusion. At the same time it must be of
sufficient scope so that you can be successful in adding
items to the "set" periodically to maintain interest.
However, the task should be impossible to complete;
otherwise you wake up some day with the realization
that you have "done it" and the whole thing becomes
anticlimactic.

In paper my first experience with this frustration
occurred when I set as my goal a state collection of
Nationals. I figured this to be a lifetime proposition in
1965. However, one fortuitous situation followed an-
other and I landed the keys early an Alaska for $50,
for example—and in less than three years the set was
finished.

For months before I added the last states—North
Dakota, Delaware, North Carolina, and finally Vermont
to be specific I realized that the task was almost done
and I began casting about for a new challenge. I settled
on trying to build a bank collection of Arizona Nationals
with its primary objective of containing one note from
every hank which issued them. That is impossible, in
my opinion, although I have gotten within 75 percent
so far.

This brings to mind a very interesting observation by
a coin dealer friend of mine in Tucson, Hal Birt. It
was Hal's opinion that collectors statistically outlived
non-collectors. He attributed this solely to the fact that
die-hard collectors were going to make it just a little
further along in hopes of the chance to fill that last
hole in the album. I think there is something to this.
In fact, I figure that since I will have to wait forever
to find all my Arizonas, I have found the key to im-
mortality!

With my Arizonas, I found a task that is impossible
but now the problem develops that the new additions to
the "family" are so few and far between that I stand
a chance of burning out, facing such discouraging odds.

The solution is to diversify. I have now set a sub-
sidiary goal to complete a type collection of the small
note mules through the $5 denomination. This lets me
work with other classes of currency and also places me
in a field that currently seems to be in the syngraphic
doghouse. This sad status implies that knowledgeable
competitors are probably scarcer than the rare pieces,
so I may build this collection for little or nothing. Of
course, my heirs may get a lot less for it.

Another secondary collection struck me as a possibility
a few years ago. As 1 picked through the rags looking
for state notes and Arizonas, I began to realize that there
were a lot of Peter-towns. Naturally with the first name
of Peter, I noticed such a thing. I had already checked
and found no Huntoon Nationals were possible although
there is a Huntoon, Texas lost out on the Texas pan-
handle. (My brother discovered this town while routing
oil tank cars for Shell Oil. He traced one "lost" string of
tank cars to a siding in Huntoon.)

My curiosity was aroused, so I got out a postal zip
code directory and dug out all the Peter-towns; I
omitted towns like Petersen because these were proper
names in themselves. Table 1 is the result of this tedious
search. The worst part came in searching the 380 pages
of tables in Van Belkum's great book to find if these
towns had banks. Table 2 summarizes this effort and
the data are taken from Van Belkum's lists. Listed are
20 banks in 12 different towns; 19 issued—a genuine
challenge. The best part is that if you succeeded in
getting all the 19 possible banks, you would be forced
to put together a great type collection as well as have
notes from diverse locations. I couldn't resist. I set
as a goal a collection of notes in any condition from
each different town.

TABLE 1. PETER-TOWNS

Petersburg, Alaska
San Pedro, California
Saint Petersburg, Florida
Petersburg, Illinois
Saint Peter, Illinois
Petersburg, Indiana
Petersburg, Kentucky
Petersham, Massachusetts
Petersburg, Michigan
Petersburg, Minnesota
Saint Peter, Minnesota
Saint Peters, Missouri
Petersburg, Nebraska
Peterborough, New Hampshire
Peterboro, New York
Petersburg, New York
Petersburg, North Dakota
Petersburg, Ohio
Petersburg, Pennsylvania
Saint Peters, Pennsylvania
Saint Petersburg, Pennsylvania
Petersburg, Tennessee
Petersburg, Texas
Petersburg, Virginia
Petersburg, West Virginia
Peterstown, West Virginia

This collection has been in the works for a number
of years now and at the risk of appearing vain. I am
taking this opportunity to display the results of my
quest to date. You will notice that nine of the 12
towns are represented and there is one bank from each
of the six Petersburgs. Naturally, I am forced to admit
that the Saint Peter, Illinois has my vote for the most
appropriately named town of the bunch.

Of the remaining notes, the Saint Peter, Minnesota
will he the toughest, particularly because my Minnesota
friends such as Ed Kuether have advised me that if
they got one, they wouldn't part with it no matter how
much I pleaded or offered!
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Notes from the six possible Petersburgs

Notes from other Peter-towns
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TABLE

Location

California
San 	 Pedro

Florida
Saint Petersburg
Saint Petersburg

2. NATIONAL BANKS IN THE PETER-TOWNS, DATA FROM VAN

Period in Operation
Charter 	 Bank Name 	 Open	 Close

7057	 First National 	 Bank	 1903	 Jan. 	 24, 1929

7730 	 First National Bank 	 1905 	 Jun. 	 9. 1930
7796 	 National Bank : 	 1905	 Apr. 	 21, 1931

BELKUM

Circulation Out
in year in 	 (	 )

48,900 	 (27)

196,100 	 (26)
196,900 	 (22)

Central National Bank
(Jan.	 21, 	 1910) ; 	 Central
National Bank and Trust
Company 	 (Jan.	 16, 	 1922)

Saint Petersburg 12623 Alexander National Bank 1925 Oct. 27,	 1927 200,000 	 (25)
Saint Petersburg 13498 Florida National Bank 1930 did not issue

Illinois
Petersburg 3043 First National Bank 1883 49,600 	 (34)

State National 	 Bank
(Jan. 	 23, 	 1929)

Saint	 Peter 9896 First National Bank 1910 May 25, 	 1932 25,000 	 (31)
Indiana

Petersburg 5300 First National 	 Bank 1900 25,000 (34)
Minnesota

Saint Peter 1794 First National Bank 1871 15,000 	 (34)
New Hampshire

Peterborough 1179 First National Bank 1865 100,000 (34)
North Dakota

Petersburg 11185 First National Bank 1918 Dec 20,	 1930 25,000 	 (29)
Pennsylvania

Petersburg 10313 First National Bank 1913 18,750 	 (34)
Tennessee

Petersburg 10306 First National Bank 1913 30,000 	 (34)
Virginia

Petersburg 1378 First National Bank 1865 Sep. 25, 	 1873 179,200 	 (73)
Petersburg 1548 Merchants National 	 Bank 1865 Sep. 25,	 1873 360,000 (73)
Petersburg 1769 Commercial National Bank 1871 Jan. 14, 	 1879 99,800 	 (79)
Petersburg 3515 National 	 Bank ; 	 First 1886 Nov. 16, 1933 692,200 	 (33)

National Bank and Trust
Company (Sep. 30, 1931)

Petersburg 7709 Virginia National 	 Bank 1905 Sep. 30, 	 1931 981,040 	 (30)
Petersburg 13792 Citizens 	 National 	 Bank 1933 100,000 	 (34)

West Virginia
Peterstown 9721 First. 	 National 	 Bank 1910 25,000 	 (34)

A note from Victoria, Texas for Vicki

As you see, the Peter collection is not complete and
probably never will be. I have an uphill fight to get a
San Pedro, California, or a nice St. Petersburg, Florida.
Even so I have some of the truly scarce notes, Peters-
town, West Virginia. and Petersburg, Indiana to name
just two. To date, the collection has given me a good
run and a lot of pleasure. It has provided hours of con-
versation with both dealers and collectors and even
writing this article has been fun. What more could a
collector ask of his hobby?

At first my wife Vicki scoffed at the Peter-notes but
then I bought her off with the Victoria, Texas note
illustrated here. Funny, she is now searching for a note
on the First National Bank of Victoria, Virginia, char-
ter 12183. When she learned that I passed up a brown
back on the First National Bank of . Victoria, Texas, did
I take the heat!

I sincerely thank the following dealers for supplying
the notes on these pages. Each has contributed nobly

to making this collection the enjoyable success that it
has been for me. These friends are listed alphabetically
to remove any special bias: each has been equally help-
ful and appreciated: Tom Bain, Johnny 0. Baas, David
Dorfman. Ted Gozanski, John Hickman, Curtis Iversen,
Art Liester. Dean Oakes. and John Waters.

First National in Dakota

(From Page 242)

The First National Bank, Yankton, Dakota, received
charter No. 2068 late in 1872 and filed its first reports
in 1873. For five years it was the only national bank
in the territory. Although the total apportionment of
national currency for Dakota was $100,496, based $65,-
096 on population and 535,400 on wealth, the bank
maintained a circulation of only $45,000 as limited by
its capitalization of $50,000 and deposit of $50,000 of
bonds. That $45.000 of circulation represented $3.17 per
capita and .7 per cent of the wealth of the territory in
1873. according to the comptroller of the currency.

SOURCES:

The Early Empire Builders of the Great West, by • Moses K. Arm-
strong, 1901

Message and Documents, 1873-'74. GPO
Annual Report of the Comptroller of the Currency, 1897
National Banks of the Note Issuing Period, 1863-1935, by Louis Van

Belkum
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